My First Club Night – Steve Cork - member since 1998
I bought my very first Harley, an all-black Dyna Sports with the new 88 engine, from Warrs in mid
October 1998. It was the first bike I had owned since 1973 and I had started daily commuting
from south of Guildford to the centre of London, come rain or shine clocking up over 1,500 miles
in the first three!
When I picked the bike up, there had been some mention of free membership of H.O.G. for the
first year and something about HOG Chapters – neither of which were familiar to me! I did some
searching on the primitive internet that existed in those days and discovered there was some
organisation called “Surrey HOG” which met at “The Star Pub” in Leatherhead on the first
Thursday in the month.
I decided to go along directly from London after work to see what it was all about. That particular
night was memorable. I left London in the dark in torrential rain, equipped with full waterproofs
and a yellow high-viz, to tackle the rush hour traffic on the A3 before heading off south down the
Kingston Road to find the pub. This was pre-satnav days – and I was very pleased with myself
when I spotted the pub through rain soaked goggles (yes – open face – no visor – then and now!).
I pulled into the car park – but
where were all the bikes? The rain
swept carpark was full of cars, big
ones, small ones, flash ones,
scratched ones, with not a Harley
to be seen.
Perhaps I had the wrong night,
perhaps I had the wrong pub and
they were meeting somewhere else, perhaps I was living in a parallel universe …. I had to find out!
I got off the bike and walked dripping in through the doors to be met by a roaring log fire, the
smell of alcohol and fine food and a hell of a lot of noise coming from a crush of bikers in the room
at the end of the pub. These strangely dressed bikers were an intimidating sight – leathers,
patches and chains. Many of them, judging from their patches, were called Dilligaf – an unusual
name and one that was unfamiliar to me. As I entered, the room went quiet at the sight of this
bedraggled new biker – no leathers, no patches, no chains and dripping water from the hi-viz, each
thinking “He must be mad to be out on his Harley in this freezing wet weather in the dark in the
middle of winter!”
Fortunately, after the initial shock, I was made to feel very welcome. I was introduced to a few
interesting, colourful (and based on my initial impressions – very scary) bikers, who have since
become my very good friends. I started to understand what real biking is all about. That was
almost 20 years ago, and now that I too have my full quota of leathers, patches and chains, I look
forward to scaring any new members at their first club night and initiating them into the real
world of HOGs and Harleys.
Steve Cork – Road Captain and Chapter Historian

